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Help us grow
the movement

Donate to Great
Lakes Urban to
support our
neighborhood
strengthening
activities.
Get to know your
neighbors.
Like and follow
Great Lakes Urban
on Facebook!
Watch and share
our Lunch+Learn
recordings and blogs
with your networks.
Encourage your
church, business, etc.
to get involved with a
local neighborhood.
Visit our website at:
GreatLakesUrban.org
to learn more.
Share your ideas with
us by emailing: info@
greatlakesurban.org
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I find my heart is full of light and hope and joy as we close out 2022. I
suspect that you will feel the same as you read the stories in this newsletter.
The work of cultivating connection and change is expanding to new
neighborhoods, as you will read in the updates from Holland and Grand
Rapids, MI. In existing neighborhoods, the work is deepening, as you will
read in the updates from WOW and Godfrey Lee. 

A growing community of people who care--check out Jonna's story, for
example--are turning the tide on isolation and loneliness. You are part of
this community. Your gifts of time, talent, and treasure have brought
belonging, hope, dignity, and change to a world that is thirsty for
community. And you have our deep gratitude for it!

One neighborhood purchased an apartment complex to keep rents stable during uncertain times
Another neighborhood started a self-help group and social enterprise for immigrant families
Multiple neighborhoods joined together to host a Better Cities Film Festival for the first time
And much, much, much more!

The holidays are upon us. I always enjoy this time of year, and the opportunities it affords to connect
with family, friends, neighbors and colleagues. It reminds me that I'm a part of a community, a web of
relationships through which the good will and cheer of the season flow. The good news is that
connections--which are the heart of change--have been growing all year long.

In fact, thanks to your support, we have grown our reach and impact this year. Here are a few of the
achievements that stronger, more connected neighborhoods have accomplished this year.

The Heart of Change
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Giving for Change: You Make the Difference!

Eric Smith, Director

Our work matters now more than ever. For
example, a recent Cigna-funded study by
Morning Consult has found that more than half
of U.S. adults (58%) are considered lonely.

Will you give the gift of belonging, hope and
change in the face of this growing issue? An end
of year gift to Great Lakes Urban will help us
start 2023 off in a strong position. 

Add staff capacity so that we can coach and train even more leaders and connectors
Build a national network of Asset Based Community Development trainers and practitioners
Launch our CommunityWorks grant program to bring our framework to new communities
Support connectors and coaches as they transform lives and neighborhoods

Invest today and you will be part of turning the tide by helping us:

PLUS.... Thanks to the support of a generous donor, if you give today you will double your impact
through our matching fund program!  



Growing Change: An Update from Holland, MI
 3sixty, a local nonprofit organization, is committed to lasting change

in the neighborhoods of Holland, MI. 3sixty cultivates connections
among, and organizes projects with, neighbors. While 3sixty’s home
will always be in the Eastcore neighborhood, it is proud to be
branching out to do more community connecting work in the
surrounding areas, beginning with the Montello Park neighborhood. 

Montello Park's boundaries run between South Shore Drive to 32nd
Street, and between Ottawa and Graafschap. Over the summer some
initial listening took place to find out what people care about in this
diverse community, and how they might envision working together
to build a flourishing neighborhood.

Then, on September 28th (a day known nationally as Good Neighbor
Day), 3sixty, alongside four neighborhood churches, hosted a block
party on Plasman Ave. to officially launch the initiative. Over 100
people turned out to eat some great food, have some fun, and
celebrate the good neighbors of Montello Park! The emerging
Montello Park story brings the total number of neighborhoods in
Holland with connectors to six. 

Kelli, who helps lead the new initiative, remarked that, "The work
that 3sixty does alongside neighbors is so valuable, and I am excited
to see how it grows in the Montello Park neighborhood. Our hope is
that neighbors would be encouraged to continue on with the good
work they are already doing in their community, and that others
would become curious about what it means to create lasting change
in the place they call home."  

Reel Change: Help Us Spread the Word!
Great Lakes Urban recently had the privilege of capturing (with the help of an
UnoDeuce videographer), the critically important voices of Jake Norris, Amy
Mares, Tecca Jones and Annika Chante as they described the importance of
building connected communities and strong neighborhoods. You can find a link
to the 90-second video by visiting www.GreatLakesUrban.org/blog. 

Watch the video and you'll hear things like, "Over the time I've worked at
Westcore... I've seen neighbors choose to do things together and to be a part of
each other's milestones of life and celebrations." Please help us spread hope this
holiday season by sharing these stories of connection. Post the video to your
social media, email it to a friend, share it with your preferred news outlet.  
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UPCOMING OPPORTUNITY!!!

What: Join us for our last live, virtual
Lunch+Learn of 2022! 

Who: We will be visiting with our our next
featured bright spot in ABCD, The Neighboring
Movement, based out of Wichita, Kansas.

When: 14 December 2022 from 12p-1p ET

How: The cost is free, but registration is required.
Visit www.GreatLakesUrban.org/Events. 

 

You Don't Want to Miss this Great Conversation 
with an Outstanding Team!

 



Scaling Change: An Update from Grand Rapids, MI
 
 

We enjoy bringing you updates from key partners, including Bates Place Neighbors (BPN) of
Grand Rapids, MI. We recently interviewed Wayne Squires, BPN's Executive Director.  

Wayne, I know there are some changes with your team. Can you share? 
I am so excited about some new additions to our team. Tecca Jones and Jerry Baker have joined
BPN as Connectors. They both have personal histories of living and working in our area and bring
significant connecting and organizing experience. Jerry served on our staff from 2017 to 2020,
and then stepped away to devote more hours to a family caregiving role. He’s re-engaging at BPN
with joy and anticipation. Tecca has been serving as a connector in the Baxter neighborhood the
last three years or so, and will continue with that work while also assuming connecting tasks and
responsibilities in the BPN area. I am so grateful that their backgrounds and unique gifts will allow
us to continue growing the neighborhood story. 

I hear that the Connector work will be expanding in Grand Rapids. Is that right?
That's right. Grand Rapids Classis East of the CRC has provided matching funds to two
congregations, Neland Chruch and Madison Church. The combined Classis and congregational
funds are making it possible to add two new Connectors to the Grand Rapids mix. It's not every
day that institutions are ready to invest in the work of discovering neighborhood gifts, connecting
neighbors to each other and to resources, and mobilizing residents to work together across
differences for the common good. Needless to say, I am super excited to see the asset based
community development movement growing locally! The support of Great Lakes Urban allows us
to provide training and coaching. 

Thanks, Wayne, for your time and leadership! We're excited to see how things progress!
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Wayne Squires

Sharing for Change: A Self-Help Group Forms

Since the first week of September, the 21 neighbors that have participated in the women's group have been busy making
Christmas arrangements to sell. This project has  helped the women be involved in a fundraising activity for our GLL, which
helped them get started. Proceeds are also split with the women, making this the first project of a new social enterprise. 

This is one of many ways GLL is transforming lives and strengthening the neighborhood. To make a donation and pick out an
arrangement, email GLL.Christmas.Sale@gmail.com. Reach out today because supplies are going quickly! Proceeds will, among
other things, be used to support the mothers and recent immigrants that call Godfrey Lee home.

Godfrey Lee is a diverse neighborhood in Wyoming, MI. Anchoring the asset based community
development work in Godfrey Lee is a neighborhood-based and resident-led nonprofit organization
called the Godfrey Lee Listeners, or GLL. GLL discovers and connects the talents and interests of
neighbors, mobilizing them to build Godfrey Lee as a great place to live.

GLL is led by a Community Connector, Doris Perez, who recently said that, "for me it is a great
satisfaction to work with our neighborhood women’s group. These are women from different
cultures, mostly Latinas, who have decided to come together to flourish in leadership, development
and service to our neighborhood." Doris Perez

Tecca Jones

Jerry Baker



believe are the roots of thriving for all earthlings: mutual aid, healing,justice, cooperation, camaraderie, listening, compassion,
and community nourish me personally, and hopefully my work encourages healthy systems beyond me. 

What is your favorite story from the work?
I'll share a recent favorite. I arrived at the weekly food distribution program at Meadow Lanes Townhomes, a program that's
been around for a number of years, coordinated by Henry Cherry of I Am Academy and the Meadow Lanes crew. Just
recently, when I arrived, as I was greeting and being greeted by familiar faces, I felt a deep sense of calm and connectedness. I
felt community. Centered in abundance and compassion we come together to be in relationship and share. My head and heart
noted this moment, where community seemed to have coalesced within and around this program. Then, a couple weeks later,
Brad Hieftje (of Resilience: Advocates for Ending Violence), new to the space, said to me, "this looks like a great program." I
agreed. He continued, "I'm seeing a lot of greetings and smiles. Conversations, hugs, connectedness, camaraderie." My heart
grew three sizes. Yes, that is the crux of what makes this a great program. Connection is the ultimate point. I am truly pleased
with the community that has formed at the food program, and the cherry on top is that this sense of community is so clear and
overflowing that it's visible to an outside observer (a soon-to-be co-community member).

What advice would you give to someone wanting to cultivate connection and change in their neighborhood?
What has worked for me is to be the champion that people often ask for, for themselves. I hear people say, "I started a group
but no one showed up" or "we can't keep volunteers." I've found that rather than me starting another group, and trying to
convince people to show up, I can be most helpful by finding a group that fits my personality or goals or values and be their
"someone who shows up." I can cultivate connection and shape change by connecting myself to them, supporting them.
My best advice is to do the work that genuinely heals you, because a) you deserve healing, b) odds are you'll stick with the
work if it nourishes you, c) it's quite likely you're helping others heal by helping yourself, and d) you deserve to do healing
work. We all do. What if our communities, and economic systems, were founded in healing work? Sounds like thriving to me!

Thanks for sharing, Jonna! We wish you continued success and joy and healing!

Jonna Johnson is an organizer and connector focused on the West of Washington (WOW) initiative
through Great Lakes Urban. WOW describes a geography in Holland, MI that is bounded by 32nd to
48th St. (north-south) and Ottawa to Washington Ave. (West-East). We recently caught up with Jonna 
 to learn from her about the work of cultivating connection and change.

You've been empowering people for a long time. How'd that start and what keeps you going?
I attended an independent elementary school where they prioritized participatory citizenship. 
 Learning to be the change we want to see in the world was at least as important as learning math skills.
Active citizenship was instilled early. Supporting a healthy planet through healthy communities is very
important to me. My specific journey has been shaped by both what I find most healing and what I 

Organizing for Change: Meet Jonna Johnson

Holland, Michigan's southwest corner is directing its future story. One example comes from
Meadow Lanes Townhomes, a mixed income community that offers rent at more affordable
rates depending on people's income levels. A group of residents, led by Renee Jennings, have
organized a series of community gatherings, building connective tissue at this 118-unit
housing complex. Designed for neighbor-to-neighbor fellowship, these events also provide a
great opportunity for community listening. One theme that has clearly emerged from
conversations is people's interest in self-care, mutual aid, and encouraging well-being.
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 Jonna Johnson

Owning Change: Meet Meadow Lanes Townhomes

The gatherings began in the summer of 2022 with grilled meals and children's activities. It has since shifted indoors, still with
homecooked meals and lots of camaraderie, but now also with local resources and organizations joining in. Twice a month the
residents join together to cultivate community and are looking forward to building healthy skills together. Residents are keenly
aware that massive systemic changes are necessary for a more solid and holistically thriving community. For now they are
taking ownership of their space, co-creating a foundation for that thriving community. We can't wait to see what else Renee
and our friends at Meadow Lanes accomplish going forward! 


